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Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? and Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear?

beginning readers:These beloved children's stories are now available in beginning reader format.

With the important pre-reading concepts of rhyme, rhythm, and repetition, these picture books have

long been used as beginning readers. Now, with a 6" x 9" trim and a classic beginning reader

layout, children will have a more "grown up" version to read by themselves. Complete with an

introduction by master educator Laura Robb, and with fun reading activities added, these new

versions of Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? and Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You

Hear? are certain to appeal to a new age group and find an even wider audience.
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It's been 25 years since these two talented men put their heads together, but the fruit of their latest

collaboration is well worth the wait. Continuing in the spirit of Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do

You See? , their new book incorporates the same clean design and crisp text, but this time the

action takes place at the zoo, where elephants, hippos, lions and such are asked what they

hear--each answer leads to the animal on the next page, and culminates with a zookeeper who

"hears" a pageful of multiracial children disguised as their favorite animals. Carle's characteristically

inventive, jewel-toned artwork forms a seamless succession of images that fairly leap off the pages,



and educator Martin, ever tuned in to what children like best, has assembled a thoroughly rowdy

menagerie--including a fluting flamingo, bellowing walrus and hissing boa constrictor, to name a

few--imitations of whose sounds will doubtless soon be echoing in many homes and classrooms. A

visually and aurally splashy work, this is a splendid successor to Brown Bear , one that no fan of

that popular bruin will want to be without. Ages 2-4. Copyright 1991 Reed Business Information, Inc.

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

PreSchool-Grade 1-- In a logical sensory follow-up to Martin's and Carle's wildly successful Brown

Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? (Holt, 1983), this dynamic duo now offers sounds. The polar

bear hears a lion roaring, who hears a hippopotamus snorting, who hears a flamingo fluting (!), who

hears a zebra braying, and so on through a varied list of animals. At last the zookeeper announces

that he hears children roaring, snorting, fluting, etc. While the format is very similar to the previous

book, Carle's trademark collages have never been more beautiful. Huge animals fill the double-page

spreads, glowing with light-filled colors, sans superflouous background. Teachers will smile with

delight when they see this wonderful book, and students are sure to utter the familiar request, "Have

you got another one like this one?" --Ruth Semrau, Lovejoy School, Allen, TXCopyright 1991 Reed

Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

My son's pre-school teacher read this to my son and he couldn't stop repeating the words all the

way home.... panda bear, panda what do you see.. I end up buying 2 other Bill Martin/Eric Carle

books the same day. This is a must have for little ones, it teaches them about animals and their

senses!

My 22 month old got 'brown bear brown bear' when she was 18 months and since then she has

absolutely byhearted the book and recites it even when woken from sleep. Oh she also includes her

own lyrics like 'Mickey mickey what do you see' or 'ducky ducky what do you see' 'mummy mummy

what do you see'. Unfortunately the book was a paperback and it was so loved by her that it ended

up in shreds.I wanted to replace it with a board book but didn't want to buy the same book and was

scrolling down.... when.... tada!!!! 'Polar bear polar bear what do you hear!!??' I knew she would

love it and she does... She hisses like a 'boconstitor' flutes like a 'famingo' and yelps like a

peacock!! I can't be happier. Do buy!

Cute sequel to "Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What do you See?", but "Polar Bear, Polar Bear" focuses



on the sense of hearing using animal characters

Along with the 1st edition, my baby loves this book!! She loves it when we make the noises of all the

animals and she tries to go along and copy us. So cute..

We have a blast reading this. We make up noises for the weird animal sounds (like flamingo) and

my chips love it

was the book my cousin wanted for her kids. She says the love them. And she is also able to read

them.

This book is one of my sons's favorite books to read. One of the better Eric Carle books!

No clue how many times I read this already. My kids know it by heart, lol! But I like the board book

more than normal pages cause they can play with it as much as they want and I don't have to watch

every second.
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